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March 24, 2015 

NEXON Co., Ltd. 

 

Nexon Announces Tactical Trading Card Game Mabinogi Duel Begins 

Global Card Battle Royale with Android Beta 

 

Playable beta for Nexon Korea’s highly anticipated trading card game 

based on the massively popular MMO Mabinogi now live 
 

TOKYO –March 24, 2015 – NEXON Co., Ltd (“Nexon”) (3659.TO), a worldwide leader in free-

to-play online games, announced that its wholly owned subsidiary, NEXON Korea Corporation 

(“Nexon Korea”), started the closed Android test for the upcoming mobile trading card game 

(TCG) Mabinogi Duel. 

 

Handful of TCGs tried to bring authentic card trading game experience on mobile. On mobile, we 

can assure that Mabinogi Duel is the one and only TCG which optimized authentic card game 

play on mobile devices. Mabinogi Duel, the upcoming strategic TCG based on the company’s 

popular MMO Mabinogi, brings in-depth tactical card battles to mobile in a way that simply 

hasn’t been seen before. The game is fully optimized to play on mobile devices while offering 

comprehensive battlefield strategy with an easy-to-learn interface. In addition, the game also 

offers card trading, and an exciting RPG storyline as part of its substantial single-player campaign. 

Mabinogi Duel also features more than 1,000 cards, fierce battles between users with tightly 

constructed card decks, regular content updates, and a unique card trading system that works over 

Wi-Fi. 

 

Mabinogi Duel is developed at Nexon Korea, which has produced worldwide hits like Combat 

Arms, Maple Story and Vindictus, and is scheduled for release in May for iOS and Android. 

Download the beta now and experience the adventure, variety, and card-battling action of this 

unique TCG in development for mobile. 
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Android users can join the closed beta by downloading it from Google Play: 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.nexon.devcat.mabinogiduel.global.cbt 

 

The closed beta test has begun, and will run until April 2. Beta players can win prizes, share 

feedback, and discuss their best battle tactics on the official forums: https://i.nx.com/IB  

 

 

About NEXON Co., Ltd.  http://company.nexon.co.jp/ 

NEXON Co., Ltd. (“Nexon”) (3659.TO) is a worldwide leader in free-to-play online games. 

Founded in Korea in 1994, Nexon developed one of the world's first graphics-based massively 

multiplayer online games. Nexon also pioneered the concept of microtransactions and the free-

to-play business model, setting a new standard in which play is free, and users have the option to 

purchase in-game items to enhance their experience. Nexon currently services nearly 150 titles in 

more than 150 countries. The Company is headquartered in Tokyo, Japan and its shares are listed 

on the Tokyo Stock Exchange. 
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